A LOOK AHEAD……
2018-2019 COMPETITIONS

Introduction to next years competition themes
•

Our aim for next year is to encourage learning!
◦ This will include a range of competition &
exhibition subjects that encourage maximum
participation and help us broaden our skills and
abilities
◦ Our programme secretaries are designing a great
season of learning to tie in with our competition
themes
◦ In addition to our fantastic club activities and
speakers, we encourage you to use workshops,
online resources, peers, videos etc. to develop your
photography skills
◦ The themes are designed to include traditional
subjects, subjects that demonstrate a shooting or
processing technique and subjects that inspire
creativity

Don’t forget our handbook on the website

2018-2019 Competition Programme
Competition Date*

Competition Title

Format Type

18 Oct 18

Scape with a Twist

Print

15 Nov 18

‘3’ or ‘Three’

Digital

6 Dec 18

Favourite Photo

Exhibition (Print)

17 Jan 19

Architecture

Digital

14 Feb 19

Love

Print

14 Mar 19

Abstract

Digital

11 Apr 19

Reflections & Silhouettes

Print

2 May 19

Macro

Exhibition (Print)

*Submission deadlines typically 1 week prior to print competition dates and 2 weeks for digital. Scapes has an earlier deadline.

So lets take a look at the brief!

Scape with a Twist
•

Any type of scape (cityscape, landscape, seascape) that has a twist on traditional
scape photography. This can include minimalist scapes, fine art scapes, impressionist
scapes and abstract scapes. Use light, long exposures, depth of field and more to give
your scape a twist!

•

This is the first competition of the year so that all entries can be considered for the
Park Street competition, therefore the deadline for submission is 23rd September
(tbc).

•

The aim here to is encourage scapes that set us apart and ahead from the rest! So
please start researching how you can bring that something different to your scapes.
This is a traditional subject which we want to give a twist!

Scape with a Twist
Minimalism

Abstract Art

Benjamin Graham, West Wittering, West
Sussex – landscape photographer 2017

David Hopley, Skipwith Common, North
Yorkshire

Scape with a Twist
Fine Art
Paul Fowles, Elan Valley, Mid Wales

Impressionist
Jon Brook, Lancashire, North Yorkshire

3 or Three
•

The image must contain 3 objects as the focal points or clearly use the
number 3 as the subject!

•

Why 3?
◦

An odd number of subjects in photography is often more appealing to the
human eye and brain

◦

Placing more than one object as a focal point(s) can challenge your
composition skills

◦

We hope this subject will inspire your creativity also!

3 or Three
3 in Multiple Exposures
Mike Cowdrey

3 Objects
Claire Allfrey

Source - Photocrowd

Number 3
Brian Jackson

Your Favourite Photo
•

This will be our first exhibition of the season for 2018-2019

•

This is your chance to bring out that favourite photo that you have been
dying to showcase in a competition but it hasn’t met the brief….until
now!

•

Any subject, any style, black & white or colour, as long as its your
favourite!

Architecture
•

Architecture can provide great opportunities to capture shapes,
textures, scale and colours within old or new buildings, monuments,
bridges, or constructions.

•

With no two structures the same, there is an infinite opportunity to
produce a great image.

•

Challenge your eye to capture great compositions

Architecture
Scale

Shapes and Patterns

Tony Hawkins

Adam Newman

Source - Photocrowd

Long Nguyễn

Love
•

What better way to spend Valentines Day!

•

The image must evoke the emotion of love. This can be unrequited
love, heartache, maternal love, young love etc. The image is not
restricted to portraits of course.

•

The colour red is often associated with love.

•

Portray your interpretation of love!

•

Evoking an emotion in a photography can be challenging so here are
some examples to help you with your preparation.

Love

Unknown Source

Unknown Source

Unknown Source

Unknown Source

Black-sheep88 photography

Unknown Source
Justforlovephotography.com

Abstract
•

Abstract photography is also known as non-objective, experimental, or
conceptual photography

•

The image may isolate a section of a scene therefore removing its
context. This can give the image an unreal ‘abstract’ appearance.
Using this technique the photographer can involve the use of color,
light, shadow, texture, shape and/or form.

•

Other types of abstract photography include ICM – Intentional Camera
Movement.

•

Here are some examples to further explore abstract photography…

Abstract
ICM
Gilbert Claes

Shapes, Colour, Texture
Pascale Cadieux

Paul Kilczewski

Reflections and Silhouettes
•

Shapes and feeling produced from reflections and silhouettes can be
powerful.

•

The image must be predominantly a reflection or silhouette or both, or as
its focal point within a scene.

•

There are so many tools available to help you with this genre!
◦

Circular polarizer filters to cut out unwanted glare

◦

Phone apps for sunset times so you can capture long shadows or create stunning
backlights for silhouettes

◦

Simple reflectors, prisms, crystals and mirrors can add creativity to your shots

Reflections and Silhouettes
Reflections

Silhouettes

Tony Bennett (LPOTY 2013)

Konstantin Gribov (IPOY 2016)

Macro Photography
•

Macro photography is extreme close-up photography, usually of very
small subjects and living organisms like insects, in which the size of
the subject in the photograph is greater than life size.

•

The image must clearly be a macro/close-up photograph.

•

There are many ways to create macro images without expensive 1:1
macro lenses which we will cover later in the year with a workshop
◦

•

Reversing your lens, diopter filters, extension tubes, cropping

So let’s explore the world our eyes often miss!

Macro Photography
Dandelion Droplet
by Alison Lawrence

Hellebore Gondolas
by Robin Boothby

Source: International Garden Photographer of 2017

Blue-Eyed Beauty
by Gillian Plummer

2018-2019 Competition Programme
Date

Competition Title

Type

Description

18 Oct 18

Scape with a Twist

Print

Any type of scape (cityscape, landscape, seascape) that has a twist on traditional scape photography. This can include
minimalist scapes, fine art scapes, impressionist scapes and abstract scapes. Use light, long exposures, depth of field and more
to give your scape a twist.

15 Nov 18

3’ or ‘Three’

Digital

The image must contain 3 objects as the focal points or clearly use the number 3 as the subject.

6 Dec 18

Favourite Photo

Exhibition (Print)

This is your time to show off your favourite shots, any subject, any technique, it just has to be your favourite!

17 Jan 19

Architecture

Digital

Architecture can provide great opportunities to capture shapes, textures, scale and colours within old or new buildings,
monuments, bridges, or constructions. With no two structures the same, there is an infinite opportunity to produce a great
image. Challenge your eye to capture great compositions

14 Feb 19

Love

Print

What better way to spend Valentines Day! The image must evoke the emotion of love. This can be unrequited love, heartache,
maternal love, young love etc. Make us feel this overwhelming emotion!

14 Mar 19

Abstract

Digital

Abstract photography is also known as non-objective, experimental, or conceptual photography. There are many ways to
create an abstract image. The image may isolate a section of a scene therefore removing its context. This can give the image
an unreal ‘abstract’ appearance. Using this technique the photographer can involve the use of color, light, shadow, texture,
shape and/or form. Other types of abstract photography include ICM (Intentional Camera Movement).

11 Apr 19

Reflections &
Silhouettes

Print

Shapes and feeling produced from reflections and silhouettes can be powerful. The image must be predominantly a reflection
or silhouette or both, or as its focal point within a scene.

2 May 19

Macro

Exhibition (Print)

Macro photography is extreme close-up photography, usually of very small subjects and living organisms like insects, in which
the size of the subject in the photograph is greater than life size. The image must clearly be a macro/close-up photograph.
There are many ways to create macro images without expensive macro lenses so let’s explore the world our eyes often miss!

